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Welcome to UK PonyCon 2022Welcome to UK PonyCon 2022

Welcome

The UK PonyCon team is pleased to welcome you to UK PonyCon 2022. The UK PonyCon team is pleased to welcome you to UK PonyCon 2022. 
Whether this is your first time here or you’re returning for more, we Whether this is your first time here or you’re returning for more, we 

hope you have a great time.hope you have a great time.

This year’s theme is “This year’s theme is “The GothiThe Gothicc”. ”. 

This of course includes the classic black goth clothing, but gothic This of course includes the classic black goth clothing, but gothic 
encompasses so much more. You’ll see gothic undertones in this con encompasses so much more. You’ll see gothic undertones in this con 
book, our art and merchandise, and no doubt in some of the amazing book, our art and merchandise, and no doubt in some of the amazing 

cosplays on show this weekend. Our events schedule is overflowing cosplays on show this weekend. Our events schedule is overflowing 
with events, some of which will tell you more about what it means for with events, some of which will tell you more about what it means for 

something to be gothic.something to be gothic.

Riding for the Disabled Association continues to be the convention’s Riding for the Disabled Association continues to be the convention’s 
adopted charity. This summer I had the pleasure to attend their national adopted charity. This summer I had the pleasure to attend their national 
championships and see first hand how they improve the lives of children championships and see first hand how they improve the lives of children 

and adults with disabilities. RDA groups across the UK help them to and adults with disabilities. RDA groups across the UK help them to 
develop physical balance and mobility, communication and relationships, develop physical balance and mobility, communication and relationships, 
and most importantly confidence and happiness. Please speak to the RDA and most importantly confidence and happiness. Please speak to the RDA 
volunteers at their stall and they’ll tell you more about their work. We’re volunteers at their stall and they’ll tell you more about their work. We’re 
grateful for the items donated to the charity auction, and to those who grateful for the items donated to the charity auction, and to those who 
bid generously. Our tombola and things-in-a-jar game also raise money bid generously. Our tombola and things-in-a-jar game also raise money 

for RDA, and sponsor tickets raised hundreds of for RDA, and sponsor tickets raised hundreds of 
pounds before the weekend even began!pounds before the weekend even began!

I invite you to make the most of the convention I invite you to make the most of the convention 
weekend, whatever that means for you. We have weekend, whatever that means for you. We have 

more stalls than ever before to satisfy your more stalls than ever before to satisfy your 
shopping needs, our events schedule is packed shopping needs, our events schedule is packed 
from presentations to games, covering all sorts from presentations to games, covering all sorts 

of topics from valued contributors, our Saturday of topics from valued contributors, our Saturday 
night music concert is back, we’ve got special night music concert is back, we’ve got special 

guests who’ll share their stories, and if you’re here guests who’ll share their stories, and if you’re here 
to catch up with friends, we’ve got plenty of spaces to catch up with friends, we’ve got plenty of spaces 

for you to do that too.for you to do that too.

 If you need any help, please talk to one of our  If you need any help, please talk to one of our 
friendly team members wearing a staff shirt or friendly team members wearing a staff shirt or 

badge.badge.

Hoof bumps,Hoof bumps,
Maz, UK PonyCon 2022 ChairMaz, UK PonyCon 2022 Chair

UK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: VederlichtArt: Vederlicht
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General UK PonyCon Rules
 UK PonyCon is an event suitable for all ages and we want to provide a fantastic convention
for everyone regardless of age, gender, race or disability. To this end, we have rules which 
set out our expectations of you, and equally what you can expect from us in the unlikely 

event of an incident.

Most of this is common sense, but the full rules are available on our website
www.ukponycon.co.uk/rules or from the UK PonyCon Information Desk. If in doubt, please

seek out any UK PonyCon committee member who will be able to assist you.

We draw attention to the following rules/guidelines in particular:

COVID-19

People who have recently tested positive 
for Covid-19, or are experiencing 
symptoms of Covid-19, must not attend 

UK PonyCon.
We do not require wearing of face masks, 
however you are welcome to wear one at 
the convention. Please respect others who 

choose to wear a face mask.

Ask before touching

Please ask before handling products on 
stalls and make sure your hands are clean. 
Approach cosplayesr & fursuits from the 
front and ask before hugging or holding. 
Don’t touch or give unwelcome attention 
to anybody, in cosplay or otherwise, 

without their permission.

Photography policy

Please ask before taking a photo. UK 
PonyCon will be photographing and 
filming the convention, and may also grant
this permission to approved press and 
media. Media created from the convention
may be used in promotional materials for 
future events organised by UK PonyCon.

Children and Families

Attendees aged 13 and under must be 
accompanied by an adult aged 18 or over 

at all times. 
Attendees aged 14 and 15 must be 
accompanied by an adult aged 18 or over 

on Saturday evening after 18:00.

Be good to each other

When at UK PonyCon, be honest, be kind,
be awesome, be helpful, be generous, 
have fun and let’s make the magic happen 

together.

General RulesUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: Sweetpea-and-FriendsArt: Sweetpea-and-Friends
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UK PonyCon Merchandise

Our artists have created this gothic-inspired 
merchandise collection. Come and check it out at the 

UK PonyCon merchandise stall!

UK PonyCon MerchandiseUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Tote bag £6Tote bag £6

Lanyard £3Lanyard £3 T-shirt £2
0

T-shirt £2
0

Beanie £6Beanie £6

Plushie £35Plushie £35
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Stalls map
Stalls map

Art: Katie‘s Artsy Crafts
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34. Katie‘s Artsy Crafts34. Katie‘s Artsy Crafts
35. Mr Moochick‘s 35. Mr Moochick‘s 
      Menagerie      Menagerie
36. Liza‘s36. Liza‘s
37. FeatheryFlukes37. FeatheryFlukes
38. Lucienverse38. Lucienverse
39. GreenFly39. GreenFly
40. Hollyscribbles40. Hollyscribbles
41. Chrissytree‘s Sales41. Chrissytree‘s Sales
42. Carousel Wishes42. Carousel Wishes
43. Crystallise Toys43. Crystallise Toys
44. Neon Lovers44. Neon Lovers
45. Sophie Zee Plushie45. Sophie Zee Plushie
46. Deanmagpie46. Deanmagpie
47. Fiaura The Tank Girl47. Fiaura The Tank Girl
48. The Cheeky Little48. The Cheeky Little
      Magpie      Magpie
49. FoxInAShoe 49. FoxInAShoe 
50. The Bearded Sewist50. The Bearded Sewist
51. KiNi Creations51. KiNi Creations
52. RetroWePlay 52. RetroWePlay 
53. AppleJack‘s Attic 53. AppleJack‘s Attic 
54. PaintKitty‘s Stall54. PaintKitty‘s Stall
55. Bee Vintage 55. Bee Vintage 
56. Ponebooth56. Ponebooth
57. SockJems57. SockJems
58. Pegasus Embroidery 58. Pegasus Embroidery 
      UK      UK
59. Nekato404 59. Nekato404 
60. Musician‘s Table60. Musician‘s Table

A1. UKPC MerchA1. UKPC Merch
A2. UKPC TombolaA2. UKPC Tombola
A3. UKPC ContestsA3. UKPC Contests
A4. UKPC AuctionA4. UKPC Auction

1. Dreamport Designs1. Dreamport Designs
2. Sweetie Pies2. Sweetie Pies
3. PinkAppleJam3. PinkAppleJam
4. Studio Chai4. Studio Chai
5. Fluttershy‘s Boo-tique5. Fluttershy‘s Boo-tique
6. A Truly Outrageous 6. A Truly Outrageous 
    Collection    Collection
7. Griffish Isles7. Griffish Isles
8. RDA8. RDA
9. Avui Arts9. Avui Arts
10. Pucksterv and Taurson10. Pucksterv and Taurson
11. TotallySparkler11. TotallySparkler
12. Vederlicht Art12. Vederlicht Art
13. DillyDyn13. DillyDyn
14. LockianArts14. LockianArts
15. Winterblossom Pastures15. Winterblossom Pastures
16. Devotion Designs16. Devotion Designs
17. Tinks17. Tinks
18. The Green Collection18. The Green Collection
19. Dashienova 19. Dashienova 
20. JowyB20. JowyB
21. Seabunny Studios21. Seabunny Studios
22. ThePonyBusiness22. ThePonyBusiness
23. Tails of Equestria 23. Tails of Equestria 
24. Gaspode‘s Ponies24. Gaspode‘s Ponies
25. Sewpoke25. Sewpoke
26. CadetRedShirt26. CadetRedShirt
27. Panda’s Ponies27. Panda’s Ponies
28. Sugarplum Ponies28. Sugarplum Ponies
29. StormBlaze & Zap Apple 29. StormBlaze & Zap Apple 
      Camp      Camp
30. Featherpaw Studio30. Featherpaw Studio
31. Sebby6 and LadyG‘s stall31. Sebby6 and LadyG‘s stall
32. FountainHeartShop32. FountainHeartShop
33. 33. Little Starglow PoniesLittle Starglow Ponies

Stalls ListStalls ListUK PonyCon 2022 Con BookUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

StallsStallsStalls map
Stalls map
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A Truly Outrageous Collection (Stall 6) - From pastel 80s to 
bold 90s, cute to quirky, I might just have ONE OF THOSE 
just for you! 

AppleJack‘s Attic (Stall 53) - You‘d be surprised what you 
can find in an attic! Come and see our collection of G1 
ponies!

Avui Arts (Stall 9) - Arts and crafts of all things cute and 
pony. Mostly gen 4 & 5. Stickers, posters, 
(custom) buttons and live commissions.

Bee Vintage (Stall 55) - G1 My Little Ponies, merch, 
accessories plus other generations, customs and more!

CadetRedShirt (Stall 26) - Cute, wholesome & bright 
artwork! Stickers, cards, badges personality-based 
flowercrown art, and hand drawn commissions! 

Carousel Wishes (Stall 42) - Ponies from across the 
generations, handmade kawaii accessories and original 
artworks.

Chrissytree‘s Sales (Stall 41) - Selling all generations of 
ponies, accessories and merchandise.

Crystallise Toys (Stall 43) - Classic ponies customised with 
real crystals, embellished with gems and jewels to create 
beautiful display pieces.

Dashienova (Stall 19) - Original artwork on prints, badges 
and stickers, adoptable MLP characters and live art 
commissions. 

Deanmagpie (Stall 46) - Original art prints and  
commissions.

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Stalls Information A - KStalls Information A - K

Art: Grace RubyArt: Grace Ruby
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Devotion Designs (Stall 16) - Ponies of various gens with a 
focus on G1 as well as some special handmade creations. 

DillyDyn (Stall 13) - All sorts of official merchandise and fan 
made artwork. She combine her love of food and ponies 
to create some genuine masterpieces.

Dreamport Designs (Stall 1) - Acrylic pony themed 
jewellery from G1 to G4.

Featherpaw Studio (Stall 30) - Unique collection of original 
artwork, handmade items, and PLUSHIES!

FeatheryFlukes (Stall 37) - Original artwork, fan art and 
commissions

FoxInAShoe (Stall 49) - Illustrated prints, stickers, badges 
and bookmarks of your favourite ponies as well as my 
own cute ones!

Fiaura The Tank Girl (Stall 47) - Fiaura is the author of 
Fallout: Equestria Dead Tree. Merchandise pieces from 
Glassware and Tins to Metallic Prints and Bottlecaps!

Fluttershy‘s Boo-tique (Stall 5) - Authentic outfits and 
exclusive handmade fashion ranges, as well as original G1 
ponywear and accessories.

FountainHeartShop (Stall 32) - Designs and merch made by 
Tina Fountain Heart.

Gaspode‘s Ponies (Stall 24) - A super fun mix of 
merchandice from every generation! Check our our 
customs, accessories and more.

GreenFly (Stall 39) - Small drawings to Big and Crazy 
Projects! Come by see what I‘m working on next.

Griffish Isles (Stall 7) - Griffish Isles returns again to 
Manchester in 2023 for its fifth year! Come and help us 
celebrate this milestone and love for all things pony!

Hollyscribbles (Stall 40) - Prints, stickers, pins, badges and 
such like featuring their art.

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: Grace RubyArt: Grace Ruby
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JowyB (Stall 20) - Limited edition pony exclusives including 
prints, pins, stickers, character prints and canvases.

Katie‘s Artsy Crafts (Stall 34) - Restored merch of all 
gens & customs! Prints, Badges. magnets, stickers, , 
bookmarks, keyrings and more. Also pillows & cute 
custom plush!

KiNi Creations (Stall 51)- Resin horns, artwork, resin 
accessories, tees, blankets and mugs.

Little Starglow Ponies (Stall 33) - Reproduction HQG1C 
(High Quality G1 Custom Ponies) and vintage G1 My Little 
Ponies plus lots more. 

Liza’s (Stall 36) - Cosplay supplies including ears, tails and 
wings, and many more colourful pony related sewn items.

LockianArts (Stall 14) - Traditional prints, stickers, original 
paintings and some surprise goodies.

Lucienverse (Stall 38) - Art and prints to satisfy all your 
pony needs.

Mr Moochick‘s Menagerie (Stall 35) - G1 ponies, including a 
few MOCs, some Nirvanas, fixer uppers and accessories. 
Also selling G2s, a few G3s & MLP clothing.

Nekato404 (Stall 59) - Multi-gen art as stickers, acrylic 
charms and prints!

Neon Lovers (Stall 44) - Fun and colourful clothing and 
accessories for events.

PaintKitty‘s Stall (Stall 54) - Multi gen toys but mostly G1‘s, 
including accessories, playsets and merchandise.

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Stalls Information K - SStalls Information K - S

Art: Grace RubyArt: Grace Ruby
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Panda’s Ponies (Stall 27) - A variety of pony toys 
throughout every generation.

Pegasus Embroidery (Stall 58) - Custom embroidered 
plushies and accessories, Build a Bear products.Also 
custom dice bags and other DND/RPG accessories.

PinkAppleJam (Stall 3) - Indie comics, artworks, 
zines, portraits, merch and more. Hugely inspired by 
Japanese pop culture and 80s/90s nostalgia.

Ponebooth (Stall 56) - Traditional Illustration, ranging 
from stickers, acrylic charms, prints and badgesm llive 
commissions and conbadges.

Pucksterv and Taurson (Stall 10) - Friends drawing cute 
pones. We have prints, stickers, commissions and more!

RetroWePlay (Stall 52) - MLP toys in great condition. 
Mainly G4, but we have some other gens too.

Riding for the Disabled Association (Stall 8) - Learn 
more about the work of the RDA and make a donation.

Seabunny Studios (Stall 21)- MLP cosplay accessories 
such as fake fur ears, horns, wings and tails as well as 
hand made MLP themed merch.

Sebby6 and LadyG‘s stall (Stall 31)- An eclectic stall for 
all generations of MLP, with a particular interest in 
official merchandise.

Sewpoke (Stall 25) - Plushies, plushies, plushies! 

SockJems (Stall 57) - Custom design bags and fashion 
items from fabrics across all gens of My Little Pony.

Sophie Zee Plushie (Stall 45) - Digital art of your 
favourite my little ponies.

StormBlaze (Stall 29) -  One of a kind marker pen and 
pencil drawings, prints, badges, stickers and more. 

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: Grace RubyArt: Grace Ruby
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Studio Chai (Stall 4) - Chai sells commissions, prints, pins, 
stickers and more, with a theme of cuteness, fantasy and 
positivity. Also many, many unicorns. 

Sugarplum Ponies (Stall 28) -  Polymer clay ponies that 
look good enopugh to eat but even better to treasure. 
Each one is handmade and unique. Also plushies.

Sweetie Pies (Stall 2)- Handmade my little pony crafts of 
all kinds. Come by and see what we have to offer.

Tails of Equestria (Stall 23) - Tails of Equestria is the 
official roleplaying game of My Little Pony: Friendship is 
Magic! Learn about adventures in Equestria.

The Bearded Sewist (Stall 50) - Handmade G4 and G5 pony 
plushies. 

The Cheeky Little Magpie (Stall 48) - Funky and affordable 
leggings for adults and children. Plus cheerful accessories 
to brighten up your day.

The Green Collection (Stall 18) - MLP toys and minifigs, 
Build-a-bear plushies and specially imported fan series.

ThePonyBusiness (Stall 22) - Pony toys from every gen. 
Official HQG1C dealer stall.

Tinks (Stall 17)- Home of the original custom pet 
Bushwoolies.

TotallySparkler (Stall 11)- My little Pony Customs from all 
gens as well as other geekery including a selection of 
button badges.

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Stalls Information S - UStalls Information S - U
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Vederlicht Art (Stall 12)- MLP related merch, such as badges, 
stickers, prints, jewelry, mugs and handcrafted trinkets, as 
well as commissions. 

Winterblossom Pastures (Stall 15) - MLP toys of all gens. Also 
merch and a few other 80s treats just waiting todiscovered. 

Zap Apple Camp (Stall 29) - The Zap Apple Camp 2023 promo 
table.

UK PonyCon Merchandise (UK PonyCon Merchandise (Stall A1) Stall A1) 

Stalls informationUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: Grace RubyArt: Grace Ruby

Art: JezzaRatArt: JezzaRat

Art: RainbowpawsArt: Rainbowpaws

UK PonyCon Tombola (Stall A2)UK PonyCon Tombola (Stall A2)

UK PonyCon Contests (Stall A3)UK PonyCon Contests (Stall A3)

UK PonyCon Auction (Stall A4)UK PonyCon Auction (Stall A4)
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Food and Drink
We‘ve got a choice of food and drink options to keep you satisfied.

Café

Located next to the information desk 
on the upper floor, the café serves hot 
and cold drinks, snacks, and hot and 
cold sandwiches throughout the day.

The seating area adjacent to the café 
is for café customers only.

Saturday: 09:30 - 17:30
Sunday: 10:00 - 17:00

Bar

The bar serves alcoholic and soft 
drinks to keep you hydrated during 
our music concert and the pub quiz.

The bar operates a Challenge 25 
policy. Please drink responsibly.

Saturday: 17:30 - 23:00
Last Orders: 22:30

Supporters Dinner

As the daytime events come to an end 
on Saturday evening, take a moment 
to join your fellow attendees and our 
special guests in the Old Chemistry 
Theatre for a special meal, located in a 

room adjacent to our Mane Stage.

There are a limited number of spaces 
remaining. If you are interested 
in attending, please ask at the 
information desk if tickets are still 

available and to buy yours.

For the lucky ticket holders, the drinks 
reception begins at 17:30 with food 

served from 18:00.

Vending Machines

Find a selection of hot and cold drinks 
and snacks at the vending machines 

located below Mane Stage.

Open during the whole of UK PonyCon 
(including during setup and takedown 
for those peckish stallholders and 

volunteers).

23
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Saturday Timetable

TimetableUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book 24
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Sunday Timetable

TimetableUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book 26
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Blind Bag Painting

We supply the ponies and the paint, you supply the creativity! 
Pick a blind bag size pony as your base and paint it to make 
your very own character. Remember to come back later to 

pick up your creation once dry.

Bingo

Feeling lucky? Come take a load of those hooves and come 
join a fun game of bingo! Whether it’s a line or a full stable you 
get you’re sure to enjoy every minute of this fun filled game. 

Horseshoes for luck recommended!

Adults Pinch a Parcel
For adults: Bring all the gifts and assemble, it’s time to play. 

In Pinch-a-Parcel all participants must bring gifts that are My 
Little Pony related and must form a circle with all the gifts in 
the middle. Pick out a gift and prepare for the ensuing chaos. 
Anypony can swap your gift and vice versa, but you better be 

quick before the timer finishes!

Britannia‘s Buddies
First time at UKPC? Want to make new 

friends? Britannia’s Buddies is the 
place to be! With recurring meet-ups 
throughout the convention, you’ll get 
to know a gang to hang out with and 

check in at regular points throughout 
the con.

Archer‘s Pub Quiz
The famous Pub Quiz by the one and only Archer returns! 

Grab a drink and get your thinking cap on, can you beat last 
year‘s score?

EventsUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

EventsEvents

Art:  PilesofmilessArt:  Pilesofmiless28
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Character Design with Aura Wave
Join Aura as they take a look at the world of character 

design, with tales from experience and elsewhere. Then design 
a pony character with help from the audience! What could go 

wrong?

Catchphrase
Based on the classic TV show! An interactive panel! Answer 

questions and the picture will be revealed! Will you be first to 
guess?

Charity Auction
Time to spend some money for charity, this is the event that 
you don’t want to miss. Check out what enticing items are up 
for sale and bid to your heart’s content. Help support Riding 
for the Disabled Associated with your hard earned cash and 

take home some sweet sweet sweet merchandise.

Britannia‘s Best of British
Joined by our lovely guests of honour, join Britannia in a fun 

filled hour of British snacks, slang, and puns! 

EventsUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

EventsEvents

Closing Ceremony

Friendships may last a lifetime, but a weekend only until 
Sunday. Come together one last time, celebrate friends old 
and new and send the year out on a high. The greatest spell 

you‘ll know, is how the Magic of Friendship grows…

Colouring
Grab some of our colouring pencils and a colouring sheet and 
create your masterpiece. Look out for some UK PonyCon 2022 
colouring sheets. Perfect for anyone, including those wanting a 

little chill-out time.

29
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Cosplay Competition

Strap on your wings, straighten your horn and make your 
way to the Mane Stage for this year‘s contest! Show off your 
hard work, meet some like-minded cosplayers and put on a 
show for your adoring fans. Maybe even win a rosette while 

you‘re at it...

Create Your Own Convention Badge with Zarosian
Ever wanted to create your own con badge and never known 
where to start? Join Zarosian who has started you off with a 
template, all you need to add now is your own creativity and 

flare! Then you can wear your badge around the con with 
pride.

Con 101: Neurodivergent edition
Echo joins us to tell us about how to navigate conventions as 
a neurodivergent person with as little sensory overload as 

possible to maximise fun.

Elements of Justice: How to 
Organise an MLP Project
Learn about the wonders (and 
hardships!) of working on an 

online animated series that has 
successfully achieved 2 million+ 

views on YouTube. Meet the 
Assistant Director, VAs for Sonata 

and Twilight as well as several 
others in this enlightening event!

Dr Pony on the Gothic
Dr Pony returns to explore the relationship between animation 

and the Gothic.

EventsUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

EventsEvents

Art: KerflufflesArt: Kerfluffles
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Fanfiction with fluttercordwinona
Come for a reading of fluttercordwinona‘s Eternity! Fanfiction 

at its finest.

EventsUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

EventsEvents

FaolanCortez’s Generation 5 Adventure
Have you got an interest in Generation 5? Then, you’re in luck! 
Come on down and take a seat to join YouTuber FaolanCortez 

as they bring you along on an exciting variety of activities that 
celebrate Generation 5 and The Mane Five! If you love singing, 
become the one to get picked to sing songs upfront! Want to 

test your knowledge? Participate in a Gen 5 quiz to win prizes! 
And many more fun recreations to follow!

Fursuit Meet and Photo Op
Fursuiters assemble! This is a chance for some fursuit solo 
and group photos, and for non-suiters to get some photos 

with you.

Karaoke

Are you the next Melody or perhaps even the next Ponytones? 
Why not come join our Karaoke and sing some o‘ sweet music 
with us. Come put on a performance The Rockin’ Beats would 

be proud of!

Great Britannia Bake Off
Back once again due to popular demand, the country‘s 

foremost pony-themed baking competition returns. Watch a 
pre-recorded compilation of our lucky committee contestants 
as they put their cooking skills to the test to create something 

exciting, creative and potentially even edible, then have the 
opportunity to defend their culinary capabilities in person. 
Be sure to vote for your favourite, and crown this year‘s 

Champion! 

31
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Kindness Games
Presented by Brony Kindness Network, a series of physical 

games in which success is based on how well you collaborate 
with others! 

Kids Disco
Come and show off your funky fresh moves at UK PonyCon‘s 

very own disco!

Kids Pinch a Parcel
For children: Bring all the gifts and assemble, it’s time to play. 
In Pinch-a-Parcel all participants must bring gifts that are My 
Little Pony related and must form a circle with all the gifts in 
the middle. Pick out a gift and prepare for the ensuing chaos. 
Anypony can swap your gift and vice versa, but you better be 

quick before the timer finishes!

Kids Karaoke
For children: Are you the next Melody or perhaps even the 
next Ponytones? Why not come join our Karaoke and sing 

some o‘ sweet music with us. Come put on a performance The 
Rockin’ Beats would be proud of!

UK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

EventsEvents

Art: Georgie StarbuckArt: Georgie Starbuck

Lets Get Batty
Come and create a brilliant bat! 
(The flying kind not the sporty 

kind!) Using scratch art and lots 
of other craft supplies let your 

mind run wild! 
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Music Concert
Returning after a hiatus, our Saturday evening music concert 
is back with a vengeance! Rock out with an amazing line-up of 

artists. Check out the details in our separate music programme 
or on our website.

Make your own Custom Pony
Ever wanted to make your own custom pony? We‘ll provide 

the pony figures, paints and craft supplies, and you bring the 
creativity.

OC Creation 2: How to Create Villains
Skydream and Greenhoof are back to brainstorm Original 

Characters (OCs)! This time, they‘re creating a villain, and they 
want your help! Learn about what makes good OCs, designing 

characters, writing backstories, and work in a group to 
create your very own villain. After all, it‘s good to be bad… 

Mwahahahahahaha!

Let‘s Talk About Equestrian History and Magic
Zarosian presents a panel discussing theories surrounding 
Generation 4‘s history of Equestria and its magic. Expect 

theories, discussion and questions.

Art: ChaosiArt: Chaosi
Open Mic

Hear from some up and coming 
musically talented individuals who 
have signed up to give us a short 

performance. Do you want to 
perform too? Come to the Mane 

Stage at 14:45 on Sunday to sign up.
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Pony Collection Tours
Amlaur presents your pony collection tour videos. Before the 
convention we asked you to submit a video of your collection, 

whether that‘s a small part of a shelf to a whole pony room. Be 
here to see some wonderful and unique collections.

Ponies in Boxes
One big empty space and fill it with? Boxes! Come sit in boxes, 
crush boxes! Build a tower! It’s a great event to take plushies 

and fursuiters too or just kids looking to expel some energy (or 
big kids!).

Opening Ceremony
Come one, come all everypony! Enjoy the very beginning of UK 
PonyCon 2022 with a rundown on the who, what, when, where 
and how! Have a peek at all the cool events, special guests, 

extravagant entertainment and fun times planned! This event is 
recommended for ponies who have never been to UK PonyCon 

before and that need a friendly introduction on what is expected 
over the weekend.

Pony Theories
Have you been scratching your head at some of MLP‘s most 
important questions? Do you like diving deep into the hidden 

stories within My Little Pony? Then do we have a panel for you! 
Come along to Pony Theories where Ember looks past the little 

details you might have missed within the most recent releases of 
our colourful equine friends! You might learn something new or 

you might have more questions. After all, It‘s just a theory…

Rainbow Dash Attack
Have a go at Rainbow Dash Attack, a classic mini game featuring 
one of our favourite ponies. Compete with your fellow con-goers 

on our leaderboard.
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Art: AvuiArtsArt: AvuiArts

Signing Session

Meet our special guests Andrea Libman and 
Anneli Heed and get an autograph and photo 

with them. Andrea will also record a short voice 
memo. Prices: £15 autograph, £15 photograph, £20 
autograph + photograph combo, £25 voice memo.

Sing-along
Want to sing along with everypony to all the classic songs 

that we have all come to love over the years? Then warm up 
your singing voice and prepare for a tidal wave of harmonic 
jollification. All together now! Every one of you! No pony left 

behind!

Spider Making
Come and make a crafty critter! With lots of supplies to choose 

from you‘re sure to have a creative time! 

Spider Toss
Can you beat Princess Luna? Based on the game from nightmare 
night, come see if you can get your name on the leaderboard!

The Ultimate MLP Collector‘s Quiz
Do you have what it takes to become the ultimate MLP 

collector? Hosted by MLP Fever and OkamiGirl64, this quiz show 
will test your MLP toy knowledge on all the toy generations! The 
winner will be crowned the ultimate MLP collector and will receive 

a prize!

The Convention Survival Guide
What is 6-2-1? Why do my feet hurt? What do people do here 
anyway? Learn how to survive and thrive at conventions with 

veteran con-goers.
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Werewolves of Ponyville
Lycanthropy has hit Ponyville! Can you survive long enough to 

save the town and rid it of the werewolf plague or will Ponyville‘s 
only hope be the Cutie Mark Crusaders and the Ponynomicron?

World of Pony Plushies
Pony plushies: fan made, original characters, official, unlicensed, 
fakes. Don‘t we all love them? This is a fun tour of the world of 
lovely (and not so lovely) plushies of the world. You won‘t learn 

how to make them, but you will see what people have made.

Transport Ponies with Ace and Zenfox
Join Ace an Aviation enthusiast (avgeek) and Zenfox a Railway 

enthusiast in their talk about  tips and tricks as well as 
experiences while travelling to conventions, meet ups and 

general travel. Specifically talking about the dos and don‘ts, 
offering guidance to travelling on a budget and to answer 

questions and concerns.

Voice Actor Script Reading & Q&A
With our guests of honour Andrea Libman and Anneli Heed, 

joined by Laura Kay and Bexi, come listen to a never before 
heard script written by Bexi and including our beloved mascot 

Britannia. There will also be time for a question and answer 
session.

EventsEvents
Total Chaos

Discord has made his way through the portal and is here at UK 
PonyCon but his chaos magic doesn‘t seem to work right. Join 
him as he tries to get his magic back in the most chaotic way 

he knows how. An over the top head-to-head gameshow! A crazy 
Quiz, nonsense arguments and a bit of whacky drawing. Be sure 
to sign up and become a contestant to help fuel the chaos in the 

UK PonyCONLINE Discord server!
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Special GuestsSpecial Guests
At UK PonyCon 2022, At UK PonyCon 2022, Andrea LibmanAndrea Libman and  and Anneli HeedAnneli Heed will join us  will join us 
in-person and take part in panels and host autograph signing in-person and take part in panels and host autograph signing 
sessions on both Saturday and Sunday. They will also attend sessions on both Saturday and Sunday. They will also attend 
the UK PonyCon 2022 Supporters Dinner on Saturday evening.the UK PonyCon 2022 Supporters Dinner on Saturday evening.

Autograph signing sessions with Andrea and Anneli will take Autograph signing sessions with Andrea and Anneli will take 
place on both days of the event, and these will be published in place on both days of the event, and these will be published in 
the events schedule. the events schedule. 

The fee is The fee is £15 per autograph, £15 per photograph, and £20 for £15 per autograph, £15 per photograph, and £20 for 
an autograph + photograph combo. an autograph + photograph combo. 

Andrea will also record a voice memo of up to 30 seconds Andrea will also record a voice memo of up to 30 seconds 
on your device for £25 (voice only, no video). These can be on your device for £25 (voice only, no video). These can be 
purchased during the signing session.purchased during the signing session.

Art: ShaslanArt: Shaslan

Art: ReskellArt: ReskellArt: AurawaveArt: Aurawave
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Andrea has worked as a voice actor for the past 30 years, 
bringing to life the animated characters we all know and love.  A 
staple in the voice industry, Andrea may best be known for the 
voices of fast-talking Pinkie Pie and reserved Fluttershy for the 
wildly popular My Little Pony: Friendship Is Magic, which aired for 
9 seasons.  

Her long-running career highlights include voicing classic 
characters such as: Madeline in the Emmy-award-winning series 
The New Adventures of Madeline;  Emmy in Dragon Tales and 
AndrAIa in Reboot.

Andrea has recently starred in a variety of new series that 
are sure to be added to the TV treasure-trove of childhood 
favourites, including: the voice of Maya the Bee in the same 

named series, Potato 
in Chip and Potato, and 
Katya in Super Monsters.  
She is proud of her 
recent work as the voice 
of Lili on 16 Hudson, a 
show which promotes 
diversity and inclusion and 
has received numerous 
accolades and awards 
for its quality content and 
valuable lessons.  Andrea 
also voiced Cheryl the 
Mantis for the 2018 Oscar-
Nominated Animated Short 
Film Animal Behaviour.

In her spare time, Andrea 
enjoys spending time 
with her family, reading, 
playing piano, skiing and 
hiking. 

Andrea LibmanAndrea Libman
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Anneli and MLP goes way, way back, with collecting G1s as a little 
girl and then voicing the ponies in three generations and guesting 
her first MLP convention in 2012 - she thanks Spitfire and her pie 
preferences for this!

Anneli’s roles in My Little Pony include MLP G5 Izzy Moonbow 
(kinda type casted),  MLP G4 Spike, Spitfire, Chrysalis, Sweetie 
Belle, Cadence, Cheerilee, Pinkies and Dashies singing voices plus 
ca 50 more ponies, and MLP G3 Scootaloo.

Anneli is continuously heard in both Swedish and English TV-series, 
movies, games, radio and toys, working for Disney, DreamWorks, 
Netflix, PlayStation, Nintendo and more.
Anneli Heed is the only voice actor allowed to voice Princess Leia 
in all animated Star Wars in Swedish since 2015. 
Other roles include: Tigress 
in Kung Fu Panda, Wendy in 
Disney‘s Gravity Falls, The 
Biskit Twins and Mrs Twombly 
in Littlest pet shop, Barbie, 
Transformers and more.

She is part of the actual play 
podcast Sweden Rolls, an 
English RPG podd where five 
actors play the best of board 
games such as Dungeons and 
Dragons, Forbidden Lands and 
Coriolis.

She loves spicy food, sunshine, 
sparkling wine and happy
people.

Anneli HeedAnneli Heed

Art:Lauren Art:Lauren 
JonesJones
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Charity
We support RDA!

About RDAAbout RDA
Enriching lives through  horsesEnriching lives through  horses

UK PonyCon is very proud to 
UK PonyCon is very proud to 

support the Riding for the Disabled 
support the Riding for the Disabled 

Association (RDA).Association (RDA).
All money donated in our charity 
All money donated in our charity 

auction will be given to RDA.
auction will be given to RDA.

individuals the opportunity to:individuals the opportunity to:

• • Reach therapeutic goals: improve Reach therapeutic goals: improve 
posture and muscle tone, develop posture and muscle tone, develop 
fine/gross motor movement.fine/gross motor movement.

• • Achieve personal ambitions: sit on Achieve personal ambitions: sit on 
a horse for the first time, learn new a horse for the first time, learn new 
skills, win a Paralympic medal.skills, win a Paralympic medal.

• • Combat social isolation: build Combat social isolation: build 
relationships, enjoy events and relationships, enjoy events and 
competition, develop self-confidence.competition, develop self-confidence.

• • Develop life skills: improve Develop life skills: improve 
communication, take responsibility, communication, take responsibility, 
be a team player.be a team player.

Experience the outdoors: ride in the Experience the outdoors: ride in the 
countryside, access rural Britain.countryside, access rural Britain.

Connect with animals: bringing positivity Connect with animals: bringing positivity 
and optimism, adding a new element to and optimism, adding a new element to 
life.life.

What is RDA?What is RDA?
RDA is dedicated to improving the lives RDA is dedicated to improving the lives 
of children and adults with disabilities of children and adults with disabilities 
through spending time with horses. With through spending time with horses. With 
the support of thousands of volunteers the support of thousands of volunteers 
and qualified coaches, RDA has hundreds and qualified coaches, RDA has hundreds 
of centres all over the UK, supporting of centres all over the UK, supporting 
cities and remote rural areas. Through cities and remote rural areas. Through 
fun activities like riding and carriage fun activities like riding and carriage 
driving, their beneficiaries experience driving, their beneficiaries experience 
the positive impact of their work; with the positive impact of their work; with 
significant improvements in physical and significant improvements in physical and 
mental wellbeing, verbal and non-verbal mental wellbeing, verbal and non-verbal 
communication, relationship building and communication, relationship building and 
confidence.confidence.

What do they do?What do they do?
RDA focuses on ability, not disability, and RDA focuses on ability, not disability, and 
exists to deliver therapy, achievement exists to deliver therapy, achievement 
and enjoyment. They do this by giving and enjoyment. They do this by giving 
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A sneak-peek of some of the 

items you can expect during the 

Charity Auction!

What are their goals?What are their goals?

RDA’s key objective is to deliver beneficial RDA’s key objective is to deliver beneficial 
therapy (both physical and psychosocial) therapy (both physical and psychosocial) 
to their riders, carriage drivers and vaulters, to their riders, carriage drivers and vaulters, 
facilitating development in key aspects of facilitating development in key aspects of 
their lives, including health, well-being and their lives, including health, well-being and 
learning, whilst giving them the chance to learning, whilst giving them the chance to 
experience a unique degree of independence experience a unique degree of independence 
and achievement that their disabilities would and achievement that their disabilities would 
usually prevent them from experiencing in usually prevent them from experiencing in 
everyday life. Their aim is to increase the everyday life. Their aim is to increase the 
capacity of RDA to deliver more riding, carriage capacity of RDA to deliver more riding, carriage 
driving and vaulting opportunities to more driving and vaulting opportunities to more 
adults and children. At present the majority of adults and children. At present the majority of 
RDA Groups have a waiting list: for every one RDA Groups have a waiting list: for every one 
person who currently rides with them another person who currently rides with them another 
four are waiting for the opportunity to do so four are waiting for the opportunity to do so 
and to experience the associated benefits. To and to experience the associated benefits. To 
achieve this there they need to invest heavily achieve this there they need to invest heavily 
in volunteer recruitment, development and in volunteer recruitment, development and 
training.training.

CharityUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Charity AuctionCharity Auction
Sunday at 14:15 on the Mane StageSunday at 14:15 on the Mane Stage
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Alexa Rose | Angel Night 
| Anna Jones | Arcfellut | 

Berry Waves | Blossomstar 
| Bradley Case | Bramble 
Snap | Bridle Timeout | 

Cherry Glace | Clearheart 
apple | Comrade Sparkle 
| Depridabo | Echo Beam | 
Electuroo | Ellen Lindberg 

| Elorwin | Entei-rah | 
Felix | Hawker Hurricane 

| Hawthornbunny | 
HypnoHooves | JD Pon3 | JD 

the Fox | James Marney | 
Jamie Oldfield | JezzaRat | 

Joe Taylor | Katrin Lindberg 
| Keyphob | KillingNight | 
LightTheUnicorn | Louise 
Romana Wade | Lucy and 

Karen | Luna‘s Auditor | Maria 
Sjöberg | MetalBronyJesus 

| Michael Turner | Miles 
| Miss Medley | Morgan 

(Labelised) | Nekky | Nelson 
Carter | Neon Blitz | Patrick 
Rowberry | Sally Hoofster 

| ScrimmyPone | Shane 
Stacey | Solar Wave | Sophie 
Richardson | Starlight Flux 
| Suzanne Andrews | Tecuro 

| TommyWat | Tom Rex | 
Valentine & Alex | 
VinylRob | Walla

Ember 
FaolanCortez 
Liam Twyford 

Zarosian

UK PonyCon 2022 Con BookUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Gold SponsorsGold Sponsors

Silver SponsorsSilver Sponsors
Bronze SponsorsBronze Sponsors
Aidan Rowan Kershaw | Alice Aidan Rowan Kershaw | Alice 
Griffin | Atalon the Deer | Az Griffin | Atalon the Deer | Az 
| Blazingstar | Bunny Pony | Blazingstar | Bunny Pony 

| Callum Higgins | Candy | Callum Higgins | Candy 
Yunagi | Claire Procter | Yunagi | Claire Procter | 

Cuddlykitten | DaIrishGoat Cuddlykitten | DaIrishGoat 
| Dodj E. Cur | Dutch | Dodj E. Cur | Dutch 

Courage | Eynav Goldbach Courage | Eynav Goldbach 
| Fault | Francis | Frost | Fault | Francis | Frost 

Flare | Graham Andrews | Flare | Graham Andrews | 
ImmortalMagi | Jack Knight ImmortalMagi | Jack Knight 

| Jaroslav „Jamis“ Haken | Jaroslav „Jamis“ Haken 
| Joshua Pickett | Kyte | | Joshua Pickett | Kyte | 
Librase | Lil_VampireCJ | Librase | Lil_VampireCJ | 

Loganberry | Lunafierce | Loganberry | Lunafierce | 
Millicent Hale | Nicola james Millicent Hale | Nicola james 

| PonyRex | Robert „Zion | PonyRex | Robert „Zion 
Kraze“ Weighell | Rokudaime Kraze“ Weighell | Rokudaime 
| Ryan Curtis | SAJO | Sabina | Ryan Curtis | SAJO | Sabina 

Scott | Selfawaresnow | Scott | Selfawaresnow | 
Shaslan | Shyfire | Solidshot Shaslan | Shyfire | Solidshot 

| Solis ferrum | Somewolf | Solis ferrum | Somewolf 
| Spyro7heDragon | | Spyro7heDragon | 

Stephen Stranex | Tavia | Stephen Stranex | Tavia | 
ThatOneAce | VCGRIFFIN ThatOneAce | VCGRIFFIN 
| Zack Smith | Zenfox | | Zack Smith | Zenfox | 

Zephyr StarZephyr Star
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A Horse with no name | Bee Vintage (x2) | Bramble Snap (x2) | Cambridge Bronies (x2) | Fao-A Horse with no name | Bee Vintage (x2) | Bramble Snap (x2) | Cambridge Bronies (x2) | Fao-
lanCortez (x2) | Featherpaw Studio | Festival of Friendship (x3) | GeodesicDragon (x2) | Hector lanCortez (x2) | Featherpaw Studio | Festival of Friendship (x3) | GeodesicDragon (x2) | Hector 
(the cat) Wade | Iron Mane Industries | Kikibat and Poppy the Therapy Chihuahua | Killing-(the cat) Wade | Iron Mane Industries | Kikibat and Poppy the Therapy Chihuahua | Killing-
Night (x2) | Little Starglow Ponies (x2) | Manchester Bee Bronies | Maud Pie & Boulder from Night (x2) | Little Starglow Ponies (x2) | Manchester Bee Bronies | Maud Pie & Boulder from 
Ponyville | Nicholas Barlow | RarityElement | Rarity For You | Severn Bronies | Shadow on Ponyville | Nicholas Barlow | RarityElement | Rarity For You | Severn Bronies | Shadow on 

the Moon | SockJems | Sphynxicorn Wax Emporium | Sweet Apple Acres Costume appreciati-the Moon | SockJems | Sphynxicorn Wax Emporium | Sweet Apple Acres Costume appreciati-
on society | Wasteland Productions (x2)on society | Wasteland Productions (x2)

Contest Sponsors

Convention Volunteers
All the amazing people who have donated their time, on this weekend and 
throughout the year, who help make this event possible, which includes: 

Bronymedic | Keyphob | Librase | Magical7 | OldTech | Starry Quill | 
StoneMane | and others who joined the team after this con book went to print.

Discord Moderation Team
Eynav | Frost Flare | LunasAuditor | Nep | Nekky |

 Pinkkittywinks | StormBlaze | ThatOneAce

Artist Team
Aura Wave | AvuiArts | Beatlinked | Coco |

 Vederlicht | Pucksterv | Reskell | Sparkler

Fan Art
Georgie Starbuck (mylittleponyland @ Instagram), Grace Ruby (graceruby 

@ Deviantart), Rainbowpaws, Shaslan (Shaslan @ Deviantart), Katie 
Sleightholme (80s.katie @ Instagram), LeonKay (Leonkat @ Deviantart), 

Dashienova, Elorwin Lauren Jones, Chaosi, Jezzarat (JezzaRat @ Toyhouse), 
Alethea @a.letheaa Instagram), Kerfluffles (kerfluffles.hell @ Instagram), 

Sweetpea-and-Friends (sweetpea_and_friends @ Instagram), Katie‘s Artsy 
Crafts (katiecoolchic @ twitter), Pilesofmiless (Pilesofmiless @ instagram)

More Special Thanks

• AvuiArts (Jake/Lena) for designing this con book
• Nottingham Trent University, for allowing us to use 

their venue
• All of the panellists, musicians and contributors
• Everyone who donated an item for or bids in the 

charity auction
• Amherst Enterprises Ltd, for providing discounted 

two-way radio hire
• Our stallholders

Lastly, we also want to thank everyone for 
attending, and we want to thank all other people 
who have been involved with the organisation of 

this event, whether through big or small acts.

Thank you. 
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UK PONYCONLINEUK PONYCONLINE

Join our Discord 
Join our Discord server and meet the 

server and meet the UK PonyCon UK PonyCon community!community!
Chat, talk, share art 
Chat, talk, share art and pony pictures
and pony pictures

Server is family friendly. You 
Server is family friendly. You must be over the age of 13 in 
must be over the age of 13 in order to join our server

order to join our server

Breadtannia, 

punions and 

melty horses are 

included in the 

server

Art: Alethea Larrad-TyeArt: Alethea Larrad-Tye Join our Discord46
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Join our Discord 
Join our Discord server and meet the 

server and meet the UK PonyCon UK PonyCon community!community!
Chat, talk, share art 
Chat, talk, share art and pony pictures
and pony pictures

Server is family friendly. You 
Server is family friendly. You must be over the age of 13 in 
must be over the age of 13 in order to join our server

order to join our server

Venue MapVenue Map

Lower level

Upper level

Venue MapUK PonyCon 2022 Con Book

Art: Katie SleightholmeArt: Katie Sleightholme
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Find UK PonyCon on Social Media:Find UK PonyCon on Social Media:

PonyConPonyCon

UKPonyConUKPonyCon

UKPonyConUKPonyCon

UKPonyConUKPonyCon

www.ukponycon.co.ukwww.ukponycon.co.uk


